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I ITALIAN LlTERA TURE Modern and Militant J 

had to be put under restraint at different times, emptiness of its recent· literature. Alfieri 
finding a final refuge with the Aldobrandini at started also a wave of Italian patriotism the 

B 0 c c A c c I 0 Rome, where he died. conscious stirrings of an 
Ludovico Ariosto, Italian desire to be rid TA ss 0 

both in temperament of the petty tyrannies 
and outlook, differed and foreign control 
from Tasso. He was which had torn the land 
born in 1474, and came for centuries. 
of an ancient and noble Out of this new pat
family. He had been riotism grew many ro
studying law for five mantic dreams, touched 
years when he found his with intense political 
vocation for poetry. reactions, which give 

Often referred to as the 
" Father of Novel-writing,, 
he had a remarkable imagina
tion and a most graceful style. 

Whilst acting as the t he Italian literature of 
attendant gentleman the 19th century the 
to Cardinal Ippolito century of Italian unity 
d 'Este he pursued his and freedom a new 
fancy without neglect- vigour. Starting with 
ing his duties, and in Vincenzo Monti, ·who 

A master of the lyric poem, 
whose work has had a very 
great influence on many 
later poets, including Milton. 

t en years he had completed 24 D, AN Nu N z I 0 sings in heroic notes the 
cantos of his great epic "Or- conflicting sentiments of 
lando Furioso." Later the the early period, the ten-
poem was added to, and it first dency soon leans toward 
appeared in its completed the romantic school of Ales-
form in 1532. ~ sandro Manzoni, the poet of 

Whilst the volume of his the "Fifth of May," and the 
output was not great, his novelist of " The Betrothed." 

. work reached a very high With the awakening of 
standard, and he has five Italian national consciousness, 
comedies and many graceful we see a reaction against 
sonnets to his credit . Both foreign topics and a desire to 
Ariosto and Tasso left their depict the life and thoughts of 
mark in the great literature the Italian people . . In poetry 
of their country. Giosue Carducci expresses 

During the 17th and the first beautifully this e~thusiasm for 
half of the 18th century Italy · Italy and things Italian. 
suffered from a grandiose Overshadowing all other 
literary style and an empti- Italian writers in the first 
ness of literary ideas . . It was quarter of the 20th century 
not until the advent of Count was the figure of D 'Annunzio. 
Vittorio Alfieri with his tragic An excellent poet and a power:-
plays, in the second half of ful novelist, he was a popular 
the 18th century, that Italy One of the most celebrated poets of modern military figure during the 
was aroused to a sense of . the times, who has also achieved great distinc- World War of 1914-18. 

- tion as a novelist and dramatist. 

• tn Great Figures 
Dante Alighieri (1265-1321), epic poet " Divina 

Comm edia " (The Divine Comedy) ; " Vita Nuova " 
(The New Life) . 

Francesco P 0trarch (1304- 1374), poet Sonnets. 
Giovanni Boccaccio (1313-1375), poet and writer of 

prose tales ' ' Decameron.'' 
Ludovico Ariosto (1474-1533), epic poet "Orlando 

Furioso.'' 
Torquato Tasso (1544-1595), epic poet " Aminta " ; 

" Gerusalemme Liberata" (Jerusalem Delivered). 
Giovanni Battista Marini (1569-1625), poet " L'Adone." 
Carlo Goldoni (1707-1793), comic dramatist " La 

Bottega di Caffe " (The Coffee House). 
Carlo Gozzi (1722-1806), dramatist " Turandot." 
Giuseppe Parini (1729- 1799), poet " Il .Giorno." 
Vittorio Alfieri (1749- 1803),- dramatist " Saul" ; 

" Oreste " ; " Virginia " ; " Timoleone." 

Italian Literature 
Vincenzo Monti (1754-1828), poet and dramatist

" Aristodemo " ; " Ba.ssevilliana." 
Alessandro Manzoni (1785-1873), poet and novelist "ll 

Cinque m aggio " (The Fift.h of May) ; " I Promessi 
sposi" (The B etrothed). 

Giacomo Leopardi (1798-1837), poet " La Ginestra." 
Giosue Carducci (1836-1907), poet "Hymn to Satan "; 

" Odi Barbare " (Barbaric Odes). 
Antonio Jrogazzaro (1842-1911), novelist and poet,

'' Miranda '' ; '' Leila '' ; '' Daniele Cortis.'' 
Giuseppe Giacosa ( 184 7-1906), dramatist '' Come le 

Foglie " (Like Falling .Leaves). 
Matilda Serao (born 1856), novelist '' Il Paese di Cuc

cagna '' (Th e Land of Cocka yne) . 
Gabriele D' Annunzio (born 1864), poet and novelist,_ 

" Il Trionfo della Morte " (The Triumph of Death) ; 
" Le Vergini della Roccio " (The Virgins of the Rocks). 
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